CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

Are you interested in presenting at AME Toronto 2020? Help the lean community learn and grow by sharing your best practices, tools and ideas with fellow operational excellence practitioners. Please see the themes below and submit your presentation or workshop idea at ame.org/toronto.

Lean Sensei Key Themes:

- Management system
- Human and organizational development
- Safety and environmental health
- Manufacturing operations
- Business operations
- Extended value stream management

SESSIONS

The great depth and breadth of our practitioner-led sessions means that you will always find something relevant — an idea, a concept or a success story — to keep your journey moving. Industry leaders and change advocates will share the knowledge necessary to keep you moving forward. Explore as many sessions as you’d like and gain insights in a broad variety of topics such as safety, lean in the office and culture change from organizations including:

Neptune
North Forest Office Space
Sandia National Laboratories

REGISTER NOW AT AME.ORG/TORONTO

#AMETORONTO
AME TORONTO 2020

Whether you’ve just started or are several years in, AME Toronto 2020 is sure to energize your continuous improvement journey with fresh insights, engaging experiences and new connections. Don’t miss this opportunity to share, learn and grow with the world’s largest gathering of fellow lean practitioners at the 36th annual AME International Conference.

KEYNOTES

Nine keynote speakers will inspire and empower you as they share expert insights throughout the conference including:

Chris McChesney
Global Practice Leader of Execution
FranklinCovey Co.

Ryan Estis
CEO
Ryan Estis & Associates
Speaker, Trainer, Author

Chris McChesney is one of the primary developers of “The 4 Disciplines of Execution.” For more than a decade, he has led FranklinCovey’s ongoing design and development of these principles, and the company’s fast growing consulting organization.

Ryan Estis helps progressive companies embrace change, attack opportunity and achieve the next level of breakthrough performance. His writing has been featured in Forbes, Inc., Fast Company, and Entrepreneur. His clients include AT&T, Mastercard, the National Basketball Association, the Mayo Clinic, Thomson Reuters, Ernst & Young, and Lowe’s.

TOURS

AME offers tours of industry leaders’ facilities so you can see what really works. You’ll see “hands-on” tools and skills in action. Each conference attendee has the opportunity to participate in at least one tour. Discover the best practices and lessons learned from each site’s lean journey on tours at organizations including:

BMA, Inc.
Dare To Be Amazing
Meritus
TMG
Wellspan Health

WORKSHOPS

AME offers in-depth half-day and full-day pre- and post-conference workshops for those looking to maximize learning on select topics including lean accounting, metrics, kata, teambuilding and gemba walks. There is an additional charge for workshops, and advance registration is required. Here is a sampling of the workshops offered at AME Toronto 2020:

BAYLIS Medical
Cogent Power Inc.
Collins Aerospace
Hammond Power Solutions
Scarborough Health Network
Shawcor
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